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RUSSIAN AGGRESSION

Use of IED and APL

IED and APLs VICTIMS
820 military  620 civilians

From the beginning of 2017:
17 cases of IED application, 26 victims (3 dead 23 wounded)
8 cases of APLs application, 11 victims (3 dead 8 wounded)

From April 2014
397 IED victims (76 dead 321 wounded)
89 APL victims(40 dead 49 wounded)
Losses of AF of Ukraine
Explosions 820 victims (173 dead 647 wounded)
Use of antitank mines against human beings in the East of Ukraine by the Russian-terrorist troops

February 2016, Donetsk region
Civilian casualty

February 2016, Lugansk region
Military casualty

May 2016, Mariupol
Civilian casualty

March 2015, Donetsk region
Civilian casualty

Summer 2014,

February 2016, Lugansk region
Civilian casualty

Proof of use of APLs in the East of Ukraine by the Russian-terrorist troops

May 4, 2016: near tactical support point around settlement Slavnoe of Donetsk region, two Ukrainian officers exploded on the antipersonnel landmine PMN-2.

After investigation of the territory by demining team more 5 mines of this type have been found.

May 27, 2016 near the city of Volnovaha of Donetsk region, after investigation of the place of military clash between Armed Forces of Ukraine and Russian-terrorist groups antipersonnel mines of POM-2R1 were found.

These types of mines is produced in Russia
There are no such mines in Ukrainian stockpiles.
Contamination by mines and explosive remnants of war
Donetsk and Lugansk regions of Ukraine

Contamination could be up to 7000 km²

CLEARENCE OF TERRITORIES IN THE EAST OF UKRAINE

Neutralized - 267,276 explosive devices,
investigated - 21,996 ha of territory, 55.93 ha water basins,
cleared - 990 km of roads, 638 km of railroads and 1304 installations
Non-technical survey for 2016

Organizations conducting NTS
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NTS - 12 500 km²:
620 hectares – dangerous territory
460 ha – suspicious territory
Found and neutralized – 394 explosive objects